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§  1.  The  problem  of  determining  the  oblique  trajectory  of  a
system  of  confocal  ellipses,  appears  to  have  been  first  solved  by  the
Italian  Mathematician  Mainardi,  in  a  memoir  in  the  Annali  di  Scienze
Mathematische  e  Fisiche,  t.  1,  page  251,  which  has  been  reproduced  by
Boole  (Differential  Hquations,  4th  edition,  pp.  248-251).  Representing  —
half  the  distance  between  the  foci  by  h,  and  the  tangent  of  the  angle
of  intersection  by  n,  we  obtain  for  the  equation  of  the  trajectory,
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where  C  is  the  constant  of  integration,  and  M  is  given  by  the  quadratic
(aw?  +y2+h?)M=a  (M2+h?2)..c.csccecees  (2)

Now,  this  form  of  the  equation  is  so  complicated  that  it  would  be
a  hopeless  task  to  have  to  trace  the  curve  from  it;  indeed,  it  is  so
unsymmetrical  and  inelegant  that  Professor  Forsyth  in  his  splendid
work  on  Differential  Equations  (page  131)  does  not  at  all  give  the
answer.  In  the  present  note,  the  curve  is  represented  by  a  pair  of
remarkably  simple  equations  which  admit  of  an  interesting  geometrical
interpretation.

§  2.  Assume  then
xM  =h*cos*d

C=  2nr
where  A  is  a  new  constant.  Substituting  in  (1),  we  have
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*.  Substituting  in  the  above  and  extracting  the  square  root,  we  get
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Again,  substituting  the  value  of  M  in  (2),  we  have

(a?  +y?+h?)  —  he  =  ccs  =  x  (a  a  +n)

"ae  +y?+h?  =h?  cos*p+a2?  sec*p
oy?  +h?  sin’?  =  a?  tan?p
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and,  since  we  have  shewn  that

x=h  cos  >.  cosh  n(A+  ),
we  see  at  once  that

y=hsin®?  .  sinh  n(A+?).
Therefore,  the  co-ordinates  of  any  point  on  the  trajectory  may  be
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expressed  in  a  very  neat  and  symmetrical  form,  in  terms  of  a  parameter
>  viz.,  we  have

«=  h  cos  ¢.  cosh  n(A+$).  ite
y=hsin  >,  sinh  n(A+?).

§  3.  The  equations  (A)  admit  of  a  very  simple  geometrical  inter-
pretation.

Let  A’A  be  the  line  joining  the
foci  of  the  system  of  confocal  ellipses,
so  thatOA=h.  On  A’A  as  diameter,
describe  a  circle  having  its  centre  at  O.
Draw  any  radius  OB,  making  the  angle
AOB=?;  draw  BC  perpendicular  to
OA;  then,  we  have  OC=/h  cos  $,  BC
=h  sin?.  Construct  a  hyperbola
CM,  having  its  centre  at  O,  and  its
transverse  and  congugate  axes  equal
to  OC,  BC  respectively;  then,  of
course,  BC  is  a  tangent  and  OB  an  asymptote  to  this  hyperbola.  Take
a  point  M  on  the  hyperbola,  so  that  the  area  of  the  hyperbolic  sector
OCM  may  be  n(A+  )  times  the  area  of  the  triangle  OCB:  then,  I  assert
that  M  is  a  point  on  the  trajectory,  viz.,  the  co-ordinates  of  M  are

2=h  cos  $.  cosh  n(A+?).
y=h  sin  >.  sinh  n(A+?).

To  see  how  this  is,  drop  MN  perpendicular  on  OA.  Then,  writing
for  the  moment  OC=h  cos  $=a,  BC=h  sin  $=,  the  hyperbola  is

and,  any  point  (z,,  y,)  as  M  on  this  hyperbola  is  obviously  satisfied  by
2,  =a  cosh  y,  y,  =f  sinh  ¥.  Now,  the  area  of  the  portion  CMN  is  given
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“.  OCM  =  taBy  =  OCB.  yw.
But,  ex  hypothesit,  OCM  =  OCB.  n(A+¢)

.w=n(A+  9),
which  shews  that  the  co-ordinates  of  M  are  given  by

=acosh  y=/h  cos  $.  cosh  n(A+?)
=  B  sinh  W=/h  sin  #.  sinh  n(A+?),

and,  anes  M  is  a  point  on  the  trajectory.  We  thus  see  that  not

only  are  the  co-ordinates  of  M  expressible  in  a  very  simple  form,  but
also  that  the  position  of  M  can  be  determined  geometrically,  correspond-
ing  to  any  position  of  B  on  the  circle;  hence,  the  curve  can  be  com-
pletely  traced.  It  is  easy  to  remark  that  whatever  may  be  the  value
of  the  arbitrary  constant  A,  the  point  M  lies  on  the  hyperbola  CM,
for  a  given  value  of  ?.  Finally,  a  geometrical  relation  is  worth  notic-
ing,  viz.,  since  the  circular  sector  AOB  =  th?¢,  we  have  from

OCM  =  n(A+?)  OBC,
the  equation

OCM  =  nA  OBC+2n  ——

OAB  OBC
or,  OCM  =  nA  OBC  +2n  —.  a
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